Orthopedics Hyperguide
The Orthopedics Hyperguide is a global education portal on the internet. It provides
you with free, unlimited access to an online, interactive, educational resource
featuring original clinical content, streaming audio and video, customized
self-assessment tests and CME. Dr Robert D’Ambrosia and Dr Frank Frassica are the
Chief Medical Editors. Prof KS Leung is the Chairman of the Asia-Pacific Regional
Advisory Board. This ensures that the contents are of high quality and are appropriate
for this audience.
With materials authored and edited by more than 200 internationally recognized
experts, you are assured access to the most accurate and relevant information
available. New contents are added frequently to reflect the latest topics of interest to
you. Orthopedic Hyperguide allows you to explore material at your own pace and
convenience. Contents include Online Lectures, Clinical Tutorials, Question Bank,
Surgical Videos, Case of the Month, Podcast. It is endorsed by HKCOS and many
Colleges and Associations. You can earn CME points on Orthopedic Hyperguide.
Registration is simple and free. You can visit http://www.ortho.hyperguides.com/ for a
30 day trial. We would recommend that you make a proper registration. For those who
have previously registered, you need a renewal code valid till 31 Dec 2008. Please
contact Ms Candy Chan at 2632 3074, OLC of CUHK or candy@ort.cuhk.edu.hk.
You will not be receiving unwanted emails and there are no advertisements on
Hyperguide.
If you register through Candy, Hyperguide will calculate the number of hours you
logged into Hyperguide. This information is passed to HKCOS and you can claim
CME points. If you use other people’s passwords, the CME points will be credited to
that person and not you. Also, the Question Bank keeps your history including your
score and which questions you have attempted, so that you can choose just to attempt
questions you haven’t answered before. Sharing passwords will alter this history to
your disadvantage. So please register for your own passwords. Thank you.
Dr CW Chan,
(Board Member, Asia-Pacific Regional Advisory Board, Orthopedics Hyperguide)
Hon. Secretary, HKCOS

